Training for Democracy will thus always be beginning at the beginning
with the young or else breaking through all training with its naturals.
The Taliesin hat was thus, without equivocation, cin the ring". Some
twenty-three young men and women had already responded. Although
Taliesin rambles over a good many acres of hillside, we had to make-shift
to house the twenty-three—even temporarily. We could manage to feed
them with outside hired help. But we had to go to work with them and
forty outside workmen to get them all becomingly sheltered, bedded down
and provided with adequate places to be planned, in which to work to-
gether as promised. I felt in duty bound to use what money they paid me
(in the usual instalments, of course) for that purpose only. And this use,
notwithstanding the circumstances of importunate debt—debt well armed,
as always, with lawyers, advance agents of bolted doors and barred
windows, or even worse, the still small voice of Conscience that is my
misfortune—steadily carried on. I suspect numbers of our young people
borrowed the money to come to Taliesin.
Dankmar Adler once said to me that he got his start in life by owing
money to the right people. He borrowed money to pay for his education
as an architect and being unable at the time to pay it back, the people
who loaned it to him (he said) felt that the only way they could ever get
it back again was to give him a job—a building to build. So he got his first
job. I pass this along (in confidence) to posterity for what it may be worth.
As the plan for the Taliesin Fellowship unfolded itself, I had hoped that
apprentices—like the fingers on my hands—would increase not only my
own interest and enthusiasm for my work as an architect, but would also
widen my capacity to apply it in the field.
The first came true. But the second, as yet, is a temporarily frustrated
hope. We somewhat overshot the mark. But I have not yet given up hope.
We are steadily improving.
We had designed a heading (one, Hillside roofs in snow; one, Taliesin
roofs in snow) and started a weekly column beneath it, one in Editor
Evjue's Madison paper The Capital Times, one in the State Journal. The
articles, beginning in 1952 and signed by the apprentices, ran for several
years. Although apprentices themselves usually wrote the articles
(architects, I thought, had need to be especially articulate), occasionally
Olgivanna and I would take a hand. Here follows one of mine. The
articles, hundreds of them, are hard to come by now.
WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH HUMAN NATURE?
A young apprentice for a year—now an architect, young friend of
mine* writes concerning the Taliesin Fellowship: 'Your idea is good and
your work should succeed, but you are asking too much of Human Nature.
* Alden Dow.
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